In 1983, Haldane [I] has established that, in antiferromagnetic (AF) Ising-like classical spin chains, internal modes should be associated with the soliton excitations. More recently, Affleck [2] has related these predictions to the "Dyon" concept which is used in particle physics. As discussed in [I] and [2] these internal modes depend on whether the spin value is integer or half integer. For integer spin the lowest energy soliton state is predicted to be non magnetic with quantum number m = 0. However, for half integer spin the lowest energy soliton state is predicted to be magnetic with m = f 112. Accordingly, the application of an external magnetic field H should generate internal spin precessions. This problem is considered here in the case of AF Ising-like quantum spin (S = 1/2) chains where LLexact" derivations can be performed. Recent Soliton Magnetic Resonance (SMR) experiments with CsCoC13 support this description.
The Hamiltonian for AF Ising-like quantum spin chains is: dent of the wave vector k : it corresponds to a Zeeman effect. For HL (~1 1 = 0) the effect of the field is t o change both the soliton energy (hwk) and the soliton velocity (dWk/dk) . Exact analytical expressions can be also derived for the dynamical structure factors [5] : where J is the ex&ange coupling describes the hing Within the same approximations, one can write for energy. At low temperature, T --+ 0, the spins tend to HL : align along the z direction, which coincides with the ST (q, w) ^. ns N-I x P! Cos2 (h + : ) chain axis. In (I), HII = g I I p~H and HL = ~I~B H define the Zeeman energy when H is applied parallel The compound CsCoC13 is a good realization of AF Ising-like quantum spin chains with J = 75 K and E = 0.12, and solitons fluctuations have been observed by neutron inelastic scattering measurements [6] above the magnetic ordering temperature T~11121 K. Previous ESR measurements were performed by Adachi [7] at the frequency of 9 GHz but below T N~ in an ordered phase where the one-dimensional soliton concept is questionable. The ESR measurements presented in figure 2 were performed at the frequency w E 35 GHz by varying the field from 0 to 16 kOe and in the temperature range 10 _< T 5 60 K, which covers the onedimensional phase (T > 21 K) [8] . For H applied perpendicular to the chains, the fluctuations were probed along the two axes cu = y and cu = z, perpendicular to the field. For H parallel, the fluctuations were probed in a direction (a = x, y) perpendicular to the chains.
In these measurements, the modula.tion field procedure was used and the ESR signal is given by it reproduces essentially the derivative of the soliton mode with respect to H. The dotted lines in figure 2 are the resulting theoretical curves obtained by assuming the damping A to be independlent of Ic, H and w. The present soliton model explains remarkably well the asynimetric lineshapes observed experimentally above and below T N~. While above T N~, the damping decreases slowly with T (A ci 1 K) , iL drastic narrowing of A is observed at the transition. This result suggests that the damping is of dynamical ,origin: the narrowing at TN1 would correspond to it "freezing" of the solitons, which, however, persist in the ordered phase. We may ask if this result is general for solitons or if it is specific to CsCoC13, which, below Tpql, presents strong interchain frustrations. The theoretical derivation and the experimental data presented above have been obtained in the case of half integer quantum spin (S = I/:!) chains. However, the results agree with the semi-classical descriptions given by Haldane [I] and Affleck [2] . In the context of the Haldane's conjecture for integer spins [I], similar investigations for S = 1 spin chains, are now highly desirable.
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